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W H O  W E  A R E

Stagwell and The Harris Poll have partnered to conduct research to monitor the pulse of the American Consumer.

The executive summaries on the pages that follow provide insight into current consumer attitudes and behavior 
and can be used to help navigate the changing industry landscape.  We hope this information proves useful to you 
and your team as you address these changes in real time and strategize for your next moves.

As always, we are here to help. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

Positively,

Ryan Linder + The Stagwell Family  
Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP

INTRODUCTION



WAVE 72



The following research was conducted between 
August 13 - 15, 2021 by The Harris Poll. Fielded 

among a nationally representative sample of 
2,043 U.S. adults, the newest research 

demonstrates how consumers’ perceptions are 
rapidly shifting as new developments emerge.
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Topic:

THE POTENTIAL 
COST OF BEING 
UNVACCINATED
Introduction:
Premiums for health insurance coverage has long been a divisive topic in America, 
and COVID has added a new layer of complexity; should unvaccinated employees 
be charged more for their health insurance coverage? Is it discriminatory, or is it 
justified? We took the pulse in this week’s survey to see where Americans stand:

• Overall, Americans are split: (51%) say they oppose employers charging 
unvaccinated employees more for their health insurance premiums to cover 
potential associated medical costs from contracting COVID while (49%) 
support the idea. As for vaccinated Americans, (61%) are in favor (vs. 27% 
unvaccinated) and (39%) oppose (vs. 73% unvaccinated).

• Driving the debate: Three quarters (76%) of unvaccinated Americans say 
that getting vaccinated is a personal choice and therefore should not 
lead to penalization (vs. 44% vaccinated), while just (24%) agree that 
employers are justified to charge a higher insurance premium because 
the surcharge would be less than the potential hospital bills (vs. 56% 
vaccinated).

• Two-thirds (65%) agree that if insurance companies can't charge more for 
pre-existing conditions, then employers shouldn't be able to charge 
more based on vaccination status and another (61%) say doing so would 
be discriminatory.

• The big question facing the unvaccinated now is “how much would this cost 
me?” CBS News writes more about the potential financial impact.

Implication:
With roughly 30% of Americans still not having received at least one dose of the 
vaccine, this issue will soon be another COVID-related work policy that will likely 
be a sensitive subject - employers will need to think critically about how to 
communicate with their employees effectively and clearly about where they stand 
on the issue.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-vaccine-insurance-premiums/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_YkwPw0FQW9icrSK80TNHmPorpMPohO1soFgXVV9hXTkXV8hycJcoYIlhd9iV3hqmBHuon
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Topic:

NFL VIEWERSHIP 
MAY DIP IN 2021 AS 
AMERICANS AVOID 
IN-PERSON GAMES 
AND CROWDED 
BARS: AD AGE-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
With the 2021 NFL pre-season in full swing and the official kick off in less than a 
month, we conducted a survey in partnership with Ad Age on planned watch 
patterns and found a slight dip in the share of Americans who plan to tune in this 
season compared to last year. Here’s what else we found:

• Whoʼs watching: Two-thirds (65%) of Americans reported watching NFL 
games last season, but only (60%) have plans to tune in for the 2021 season 
— a potential loss of tens of millions in viewers.

• Americans aren’t exactly clamoring to attend games in-person: only 
about 1 in 4 (27%) are likely to attend an event and only (12%) very likely to 
and most Americans (69%) and NFL fans (73%) agree it’s not safe for kids 
to attend major sporting events in person.

• Cheering from home: (40%) said they’d watch a game at a bar or restaurant 
that wasn’t at all crowded (at less than 25% occupancy), while only 25% said 
they’d stick around if the venue was very crowded (at more than 76% 
occupancy).

• There is some good news for the NFL and advertisers, however: of those 
planning to watch this season, one-third (33%) plan to watch more games 
this season compared to last, which could translate into higher ratings and 
stronger engagement.

Implication:
It is critical for brands to deliver ads that viewers want to see to keep viewers from 
channel surfing, and according to our survey that means ads that are funny (57%) 
and uplifting (52%) and not the saturated nostalgic ones (34%).

https://adage.com/article/marketing-news-strategy/brands-plot-nfl-marketing-covid-spike-brings-more-uncertainty/2357296?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
https://theharrispoll.com/brand-tracking/nfl-viewership-may-dip-in-2021-as-americans-avoid-in-person-games-and-crowded-bars/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
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Topic:

THE FINANCIAL 
LITERACY AND 
INVESTING GAP: 
USA TODAY-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
In our latest survey, shared exclusively with USA Today, we look at the differences 
among Americans when it comes to financial literacy and knowledge surrounding 
one of the hottest financial topics - cryptocurrencies. Here’s what we found:

• Roughly two-thirds of Americans say they understand investing, but only one 
in five (20%) say they understand investing very well, with a trend in higher 
income leading to higher literacy with (40%) of high-income Americans 
being very literate compared to just (21%) of low-income Americans.

• What about crypto?: Americans’ struggle with general financial knowledge 
transcends to the specifics as well, with nearly (60%) of adults saying they 
are not very or not at all familiar with cryptocurrency.

• Younger Americans are more likely to say they are very or somewhat 
familiar with cryptocurrency: Six in 10 (61%) of Millennials are, followed by 
(53%) of Gen Zers, (42%) of Gen Xers, and just (19%) of Boomers.

• And that leads to young investors: One in four (25%) of Millennials and 
(16%) of Gen Zers are crypto owners, compared to (13%) of Gen Xers and 
only (4%) of Boomers.

Implication:
“When it comes to investing, Americans say they’re sufficient, but not proficient by 
any stretch,” says John Gerzema, CEO of The Harris Poll. “They acknowledge 
they’re OK at it, but they haven’t mastered it.”

Section:

https://www.usatoday.com/restricted/?return=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usatoday.com%2Fstory%2Fmoney%2Fpersonalfinance%2F2021%2F08%2F11%2Fbitcoin-crypto-investments-robinhood-dogecoin-nft-gen-z-millennials%2F5390611001%2F&utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
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Topic:

BUILDING 
INVESTMENT IN 
BROADBAND FOR 
ALL—A BASIC 
HUMAN RIGHT: 
NATIONAL 4-H 
COUNCIL-HARRIS 
POLL
Introduction:
Our recent work with the National 4-H Council highlights the growing digital divide 
among teens and its impact on social mobility. Teens are calling for broadband 
equity, an issue that will continue to be critical to a world in flux. Here’s more from 
our findings:

• Better connectivity levels the playing field: Nearly two-thirds (64%) of 
teens believe access to broadband could have helped their community 
economically during the pandemic, and (74%) say the government should 
play an important role in providing broadband access to all.

• Digital Divide: Three quarters (73%) of teens agree that “digital skills will 
likely be the key to getting the best jobs for my generation.” Teens who 
have access to high-speed internet are also more confident in their ability to 
have a successful career (88%) and financial success (85%) vs. those that 
do not (81%, 80%).

• Economic Implications: A majority (63%) of teens agree that  “if my 
community had better access to high-speed internet, people here would 
make more money.”

 

Implication:
Last week, the Senate approved of the infrastructure bill which includes a focus on 
broadband access and initiatives - a significant step in the right direction to provide 
equal opportunities for social mobility among all, but especially for America’s youth 
and the next generation of leaders.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/building-investment-broadband-alla-basic-human-right-sirangelo/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/10/us/politics/infrastructure-bill-passes.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
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Topic:

BRANDS GOING 
FOR GOLD: 
MEASURING 
SPONSORSHIPS 
AND CREATIVE AT 
THE 2020 TOKYO 
OLYMPIC GAMES
Introduction:
The Olympic Games are a major advertising event — but with over 120 
advertisers, partners, and sponsors vying for attention over a 2-week time period, 
how can brands ensure they hit the mark? Harris Brand Platform’s research report 
on the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, “Brands Going for Gold,” reveals the relative impact 
of major brands’ sponsorships, partnerships and advertisements on consumer 
perception and behavior following the games. Here are the highlights:

• Why did viewers tune in? While many viewers (35%) were motivated to 
watch Olympic Games coverage by their sense of patriotism, viewers were 
largely interested in the Olympic sporting events themselves (47%) – with 
Americans most interested in gymnastics (63%) followed by track & field 
(55%).

• Peacock, the go-to platform for streaming the games, won the Olympics 
in terms of brand equity lift – with an increase of 6.0 points – closely followed 
by Nike and Omega.

• Do viewers remember brands? Among viewers of this year’s Olympic 
Games, 51% of U.S. adults recalled seeing an ad from a specific brand 
during the Games (unaided). That said, more viewers (78%) were able to 
identify brands that advertised (aided).

• Not every brand that topped the advertiser list was an official sponsor, such 
as McDonalds, but all saw a very high percentage of viewers who recalled 
ads from their brand during Olympics coverage. The top 5 include: Coca-
Cola, Nike, Toyota, McDonald’s, and Visa:

Implication:
The full report includes extensive analysis on consumers’ watch plans ahead of 
the event vs. their actual watch behavior; measures the brand lift of major brand 
sponsors and partners; and assesses the impact of these brands’ creative 
campaigns on U.S. consumers.

https://theharrispoll.com/brand-tracking/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
https://theharrispoll.com/brand-tracking/2020-tokyo-olympic-games/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
https://theharrispoll.com/brand-tracking/2020-tokyo-olympic-games/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dr2Sscf6hbyL1oN0Z3F_SvCKSbpRWlP1y_pstjM6-ZOC6UNVh0dvf1gs9CWSRsPmkwomk
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Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP, Stagwell

ryan.linder@stagwellglobal.com

RYAN LINDER

CONTACT

Questions?

CEO, The Harris Poll

jgerzema@harrisinsights.com

JOHN GERZEMA
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER


